THE SHEBOYGAN
Named after the Wisconsin city from which it came, The Sheboygan has the distinction of being the only cheeseburger that can make you full just by staring at it. Stacked with more meat than the average carnivore would care to consume in one sitting, it makes no apologies if it spoils your dinner for the next few days.


WISCONSIN CHEESE CURDS
You haven’t truly lived until you’ve finished off an entire bag of Wisconsin Cheese Curds all by your lonesome. So what are Cheese Curds? They’re simply fresh cheese — most commonly Cheddar — in its natural, random shape and form before being processed into blocks and aged. And yes, they are tasty.

THE FLAVOR: A mild taste with a slightly rubbery texture. Fresh Cheese Curds should squeak when eaten.

THE PAIRINGS: If it’s cold, thirst-quenching, and served in a glass, it probably goes well with Cheese Curds. So enjoy them with whatever you desire.